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Felt expressed a similar sort of forthrightness. At the end of the Prohibition era in 1933, he told the nation, The Eighteenth Amendment is in force. You cannot legally produce, sell, or import
intoxicating liquors. Today the people are making their own decisions and I think it is a matter of time when the real struggle will begin for the legal sale of liquor. Home party ideas - An old-
fashioned gathering for friends and family - can be fun, festive and reflective, or it can feel more formal. Home parties are a great way to plan a happy new year. My home party mantras are: I'll
be clear: I don't always plan for everyone to attend. Life happens and, in these unsettling times, friends can be far away or working or busier with their own families. And you won't always want to
party by yourself. Therefore, it's imperative that you plan only a few hours for your party and pick people you know will be free. If you have a well-orchestrated plan, you're likely to attract friends
and family who are willing to be there for the occasion. I'll be honest: I didn't always plan for everyone to attend. My life happens and, in these unsettling times, friends can be far away or working
or busier with their own families. And you won't always want to party by yourself. Therefore, it's imperative that you plan only a few hours for your party and pick people you know will be free. If
you have a well-orchestrated plan, you're likely to attract friends and family who are willing to be there for the occasion. In my early twenties I worked as a production assistant on the PBS news
magazine show Frontline. After the show was done I was often invited to things like white-tie Christmas parties. I learned a lot about what goes into formal events and which ones I like least, like a
company holiday party where there are rolls and trays and an hour of noise. It meant we were all relieved when the phone rang with names and numbers to call.
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